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Let f [ Fq[x] be a monic polynomial of degree n, and let F( f) denote the number
of polynomials in Fq[x] of degree ,n that are relatively prime to f. Let k( f) 5
F( f)/qn. We slightly improve the previous known lower bounds of k( f). The density
of normal elements in Fqn over Fq is k(xn 2 1) 5 F(xn 2 1)/qn. We prove that k(xn
2 1) $ C . 0 for n 5 p e11 p
e
2
2 ? ? ? p
e
t
t , where pi are any fixed primes, ei vary, and
C is a constant independent of ei’s. Unfortunately, this is not true for general n.
Indeed, we show an upper bound on k(xn 2 1) for infinitely many values of n that
goes to 0 as n approaches infinity. This upper bound is almost tight with our lower
bound for a general polynomial f.  1997 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
For a prime power q and an integer n $ 2, let Fq and Fqn be the finite
fields with q and qn elements, respectively. Let f [ Fq[x] be a monic
polynomial of degree n, and let F( f) denote the number of polynomials
in Fq[x] of degree ,n that are relatively prime to f. F( f) is called the Euler
totient function for polynomials over finite fields. Let k( f) 5 F( f)/qn. In
Section 2, we present a lower bound for k( f) that slightly improves the
lower bounds in the literature [8, 2, 1, 3].
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This kind of lower bound is useful for solving sparse linear equations
[8], and for constructing normal elements over finite fields using randomized
algorithms [2, 3] (see the next paragraph). An element a [ Fqn is normal
over Fq if and only if its conjugates a, a q, . . . , a q
n21
are linearly independent
over Fq . When a is normal, the basis (a, a q, . . . , a q
n21
) is called the normal
basis generated by a. Ore [7] proves that the number of normal elements
in Fqn over Fq is F(xn 2 1) (see also Lidl and Niederreiter [5, p. 124,
Theorem 3.73] and Menezes et al. [6, Chap. 4]). The density of normal
elements in Fqn over Fq is then k(xn 2 1) 5 F(xn 2 1)/qn.
To construct a normal element in Fqn, one simple method is to draw an
element uniform randomly from Fqn , test if it is normal, and repeat until
a normal element is obtained. The density k(xn 2 1) is the probability of
a random element being normal. Thus one expects to draw 1/k(xn 2 1)
elements to get a normal one. A good lower bound for k(xn 2 1) gives a
good upper bound for the expected number of draws (or samplings). In
Section 3, we prove that k(xn 2 1) $ C . 0 for n 5 pe11 p
e2
2 ? ? ? p
et
t , where
pi are fixed primes, ei vary, and C is a constant independent of ei’s (Theorem
3.3). Unfortunately, this is not true for general n. Indeed, we show an upper
bound on k(xn 2 1) for infinitely many values of n that goes to 0 as n
approaches infinity (Theorem 3.4). This upper bound is almost tight with
our lower bound of Section 2.
2. LOWER BOUNDS ON THE EULER TOTIENT FUNCTION
FOR POLYNOMIALS
For a monic f [ Fq[x], denote by
u f u 5 #(Fq[x]/( f)) 5 qdeg f.
Then, similar to Euler function for integers, we have (see [5, p. 122,
Lemma 3.69])
F( f) 5 u f u p
g u f,g irr.
(1 2 ugu21), (1)
where the product ranges over all the irreducible monic factors g of f.
Suppose that f [ Fq[x] has degree n and
f 5 f e11 f
e2
2 ? ? ? f
er
r , (2)
where f1 , . . . , fr [ Fq[x] are distinct irreducible factors of f. Let di denote
the degree of fi , i 5 1, . . . , r. Then (1) can be written as
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F( f) 5 qn p
r
i51
S1 2 1qdiD. (3)
We focus on lower bounds for k( f) 5 F( f)yu f u, where f [ Fq[x] is monic
of degree n. Several authors give lower bounds on k( f):
● Wiedemann [8]: k( f) $ 1/6(1 1 logq n) .
● von zur Gathen and Giesbrecht [2]: k( f) . 1/16 logq n , and k( f) $
dQf if n # q2.
● Frandsen [1]: k( f) $ (1 2 1/q) 1/e(1 1 logq n), and k( f) $ As if q $
2n(n 2 1).
● Giesbrecht [3]: k( f) $ 1/5 logq n if n . q, and k( f) $ 1/e if n # q.
We prove a slightly improved lower bound on k( f) following the proof of
Frandsen [1].
THEOREM 2.1. For any f [ Fq[x] of degree n with f (0) ? 0, if n $ q then
k( f) $
1
ec11/2(11logqn) (1 1 logq n)
.
1
e0.83(1 1 logq n)
,
where c 5 0.577216 ? ? ? is the Euler constant, and if n , q then k( f) .
1/e.
Proof. We use the notations in (2) and (3). For any positive integer m,
1 2 1/qm $ (1 2 1/q)m, when q $ 2. We have
k( f) 5 p
r
i51
S1 2 1qdiD$ (1 2 1/q)ori51di $ (1 2 1/q)n.
If n , q, then
(1 2 1/q)n $ (1 2 1/q)q21 5 ((1 1 1/(q 2 1))q21)21 $ e21.
It remains to prove the case for n $ q. For 1 # k # n, let
tk 5 #hi : di 5 k, 1 # i # rj.
Then
On
k51
ktk 5 n and k( f) 5 p
n
k51
S1 2 1qkDtk.
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For k $ 1, let Ik be the number of monic irreducible polynomials in Fq[x]
of degree k that are different from x. Then
tk # Ik #
qk 2 1
k
, k $ 1. (4)
The second inequality follows from the fact that each irreducible polynomial
in Fq[x] of degree k divides xq
k
2 x. Define u 5 logq n. Then
Ou11
k51
kIk $ qu11 2 1 $ qlogqn 5 n 5 On
k51
ktk . (5)
The first inequality follows from the fact that the irreducible factors of
xq
u1121 2 1 are distinct, not equal to x, and have degrees #u 1 1.
We claim that
p
n
k51
S1 2 1qkDtk $ p
u11
k51
S1 2 1gkDIk. (6)
Indeed, it follows from (4) and (5) that
(u 1 1) Ou11
k51
(Ik 2 tk) $ Ou11
k51
k(Ik 2 tk) $ On
k5u12
ktk $ (u 1 1) On
k5u12
tk ,
and, hence,
Ou11
k51
(Ik 2 tk) $ On
k5u12
tk .
Therefore,
Spu11
k51
S1 2 1qkDIkDSp
u11
k51
S1 2 1qkDtkD21
5 p
u11
k51
S1 2 1qkDIk2tk # p
u11
k51
S1 2 1qu11DIk2tk # S1 2 1qu11Do
u11
k51(Ik2tk)
# S1 2 1qu11Do
n
k5u12tk
# p
n
k5u12
S1 2 1qu11Dtk # p
n
k5u12
S1 2 1qkDtk.
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This proves (6). Thus
k( f) 5 p
n
k51
S1 2 1qkDtk $ p
u11
k51
S1 2 1qkDIk
$ p
u11
k51
S1 2 1qkD(q
k
21)/k
$ p
u11
k51
S1eD1/k 5 S1eDo
u11
k51(1/k)
.
For the apoproximation of Hm 5 omk51 1/k, we can use (see Graham et al.
[4, p. 452])
Hm 5 ln m 1 c 1
1
2m
2
1
12m2
1 O(m24), (7)
where c 5 0.577216 ? ? ? is the Euler constant. We finally obtain
k( f) $ S1eDln(11u)1c11/2(11u) $ 1ec11/2(11logqn) (1 1 logq n) . 1e0.83(1 1 logq n) ,
since when n $ q, c 1 1/2(11logq n) # c 1 Af , 0.83. This completes
the proof. n
We should mention that the inequality (6) is used by Frandsen [1]. Our
contribution is in its rigorous proof.
3. DENSITY OF NORMAL ELEMENTS
We stated in Section 1 that the density of normal elements in Fqn over
Fq is k(xn 2 1) 5 F(xn 2 1)/qn. Theorem 2.1 gives lower bounds on the
density of normal elements. The question is: can we prove better lower
bounds for the special polynomial xn 2 1? In this section, we give both
positive and negative answers to this question. On the one hand, we show
that for infinitely many values of n, k(xn 2 1) $ C . 0, for some constant
C. On the other hand, for infinitely many n, we show an upper bound on
k(xn 2 1) that goes to 0 as n approaches infinity. This upper bound is
almost tight with the lower bound in Theorem 2.1. First we state some
useful lemmas.
LEMMA 3.1. Let t(d) denote the order of q modulo d and f(d) be the
Euler totient function for integers. Let n 5 n9p where p ; n9 and p is the
characteristic of Fq . Then,
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k(xn 2 1) 5 p
d un9
(1 2 q2t(d))f(d)/t(d). (8)
Proof. See von zur Gathen and Giesbrecht [2, p. 552]. n
LEMMA 3.2. For any integer m $ 2 and real number 0 , a # As,
p
y
k51
(1 2 am
k
) $ 1 2 am21 $ 1 2 a. (9)
Proof. Pyk51 (1 2 am
k
) $ 1 2 oyk51 am
k
$ 1 2 oyk50 am1k $ 1 2 am/(12a)
$1 2 am21. n
3.1. Fixed Prime Factors Case
We show in this subsection that k(xn 2 1) is bounded away from zero
when n has fixed prime factors.
THEOREM 3.3. Let n 5 pe11 p
e2
2 ? ? ? p
et
t , where pi’s are fixed distinct primes,
and ei’s are arbitrary nonnegative integers. Then k(xn 2 1) $ C . 0, where
C is a constant independent of ei’s.
Proof. By Lemma 3.1, we may assume that the P9i s are different from
the characteristic of Fq . Recall t(pi) is the order of q modulo pi . Let vi $
1 be given by pvii i (qt(pi) 2 1). Then
t(p,i) 5 5t(pi) if , # vi ,p,2vii t(pi) if , . vi.
This means that t(p,i) 5 pmaxh,2vi,0ji t(pi).
An arbitrary divisor d of n is of the form d 5 pd11 p
d2
2 ? ? ? p
dt
t , with 0 #
di # ei for 1 # i # t. Clearly, t(d) 5 lcm(t(p
d1
1 ), t(p
d2
2 ), . . . , t(p
dt
t )) and
is divisible by Pti51 pmaxhdi2vi,0ji . Thus
t(d) $ p
t
i51
pmaxhdi2vi,0ji . (10)
By (8), we have
k(xn 2 1) 5 p
d5p1
d1???pt
dt
0#di#ei,1#i#t
(1 2 q2t(d))f(d)/t(d) $ p
d5p1
d1???pt
dt
0#di#y,1#i#t
(1 2 q2t(d))f(d)/t(d).
Recalling that f(d) 5 Pti51 pdi21i (pi 2 1) and using (10), we obtain
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f(d)
t(d)
# p
t
i51
pvi21i (pi 2 1) 5 C1 ,
with C1 a constant independent of ei’s. Then
k(xn 2 1) $S p
d5p1
d1???pt
dt
0#di#y,1#i#t
(1 2 q2t(d))DC1.
By (10) and Lemma 3.2,
p
d5p1
d1???pt
dt
0#di#y,1#i#t
(1 2 q2t(d)) $ p
0#di#y,1#i#t
(1 2 q2P
t
i51p
maxhdi2vi,0j
i ).
The last expression can be rewritten as
p
0#dt#vt
0#di#y,1#i#t21
(1 2 q2P
t21
i51p
maxhdi2vi,0j
i ) p
dt.vt
0#di#y,1#i#t21
(1 2 q2P
t21
i51p
maxhdi2vi,0j
i p
dt2vtt)
$ p
0#di#y,1#i#t21
(1 2 q2P
t21
i51p
maxhdi2vi,0j
i )vt11 p
0#di#y,1#i#t21
(1 2 q2P
t21
i51p
maxhdi2vi,0j
i )
5 p
0#di#y,1#i#t21
(1 2 q2P
t21
i51p
maxhdi2vi,0j
i )vt12.
Repeating this process successively for dt21 , dt22 , . . . , d1 , we obtain
k(xn 2 1) $ (1 2 q21)C1(v112)???(vt12) 5 (1 2 q21)P
t
i51p
vi21
i (pi21)(vi12) 5 C . 0,
where C is a constant independent of ei’s. This completes the proof. n
The estimates in the above proof are very rough. One can use finer
estimates to get a bigger constant C. But we do not intend to do so in this
paper. In addition, we note that, by Theorem 3.3, there exists an infinite
tower of finite fields whose densities of normal elements are all larger than
a constant.
3.2. Upper Bounds
The results in Theorem 3.3 may suggest that k(xn 2 1) $ C . 0 for all
n for some constant C. In this section, we show that this is not true. Indeed,
we show that the lower bound of normal elements given by Theorem 2.1
is almost tight for infinitely many n.
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By the proof of Theorem 2.1, k( f) is small if f contains all the linear
factors, quadratic factors, and so on, up to all the irreducible polynomials
of degree m. For such f, Giesbrecht [3, Theorem 3.13] actually proves that
F( f)/u f u # 1
eHm S1 1 1ÏqD
q/(q21)
. (11)
Thus k( f) approaches 0 as m goes to infinity. In the following theorem,
we prove that a result similar to (11) holds even when f is restricted to
polynomials of the type xn 2 1. We state the upper bound explicitly in
term of the degree n.
THEOREM 3.4. For any integer m . 1, let n 5 (q 2 1)(q2 2 1) ? ? ?
(qm 2 1). Let cq 5 q/(q 2 1)(Ïq 2 1). Then
1
e0.83(1 1 logq n)
# k(xn 2 1) #
1
ec2cq Ï1 1 logq n
.
Proof. The lower bound is in Theorem 2.1.
Note that e # (1 2 n21)2n, n $ 2. It follows from this that, for a divisor
d of n,
e # (1 2 q2t(d))2q
t(d)
.
From
(1 2 q2t(d))f(d)/t(d) 5 (((1 2 q2t(d))2q
t(d)
)f(d)/q
t(d)t(d))21,
we derive
(1 2 q2t(d))f(d)/t(d) # S1eDf(d)/q
t(d) t(d)
.
Therefore, considering (8), we obtain
k(xn 2 1) # S1eDodun f(d)/q
t(d) t(d)
. (12)
We develop a lower bound for the above exponent:
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O
dun
f(d)
qt(d) t(d)
$ Om
k51
O
duqk21
t(d)5k
f(d)
kqk
5 Om
k51
Ik
qk
.
The inequality holds because the d in the second sum runs over only part
of the divisors of n; the equality holds because, for fixed k, oduqk21
t(d)5k
f(d) is
the number of elements in Fqk that have degree exactly k over Fq , i.e., kIk .
By Lidl and Niederreiter [5, Exercise 3.27],
Ik $
qk
k
2
q(qk/2 2 1)
k(q 2 1)
.
Thus
O
dun
f(d)
qt(d)t(d)
$ Om
k51
Ik
qk
$ Om
k51
1
k
2
q
q 2 1 O
m
k51
qk/2 2 1
kqk
$ Hm 2
q
q 2 1 O
m
k51
1
kqk/2
$ Hm 2
q
q 2 1 O
y
k51
S 1
Ïq
Dk
5 Hm 2
q
(q 2 1)(Ïq 2 1)
$ ln m 1 c 2 cq .
Since n 5 (q 2 1)(q2 2 1) ? ? ? (qm 2 1), we have
logq n 5 Om
i51
logq(qi 2 1) # Om
i51
i # m2 2 1;
i.e., ln m $ As ln(1 1 logq n). Therefore,
O
dun
f(d)
qt(d) t(d)
$ ln m 1 c 2 cq $
1
2
ln(1 1 logq n) 1 c 2 cq .
Finally, using (12),
k(xn 2 1) #S1eDodun(f(d)/q
t(d)t(d)
#S1eD(1/2)ln(11logqn)1c2cq 5 1ec2cq Ï1 1 logq n . n
Conclusions. We slightly improved the previous known lower bounds
for k( f). When f 5 xn 2 1, k( f) is equal to the density of normal elements
in Fqn over Fq . It was shown that k(xn 2 1) $ C . 0 for n 5 p
e1
1 p
e2
2 ? ? ? p
et
t ,
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where pi’s are fixed primes, ei’s vary, and C is a constant independent of
ei’s. We also proved an upper bound on k(xn 2 1) for infinitely many values
of n that goes to 0 as n approaches infinity. This upper bound is almost
tight with our lower bound for a general polynomial f.
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